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10. On the Replicas of Nilpotent Matrices.

By Morikuni GOT0.
Mathematical Institute, Nagoya University.

(Comm. by T. TxKxtr, t.r.a., May 12, 1947.)

1. Recently, C. Chevalley and H. F. Tuan proved the ollow-
ing theorem"

TrIEOREM 1. If Z is a nilpotent matrix over a fieM P, only re-
plicas Z’ of Z are the matrices of the from Z’:q(Z), where q(x) is a
polynomial in P, and according as P is of characteristic 0 or p=O

q(x)=tx tP,
(1) or

q(x)--qox+qx +qx +... q,e.
In order to prove this, Tuan used the Iollowing Lemma 1 due to

Chevalley and deduced it as a consequence of Lemma 2.
LEMMA 1. If Z’ is a replica of nilpotent Z, then Z’ is a poly-

nomial of Z with coefficients in P and without constant term.
LEMMA 2. If Z and Z’ are nilpotent matrices, and if q(x) and

s(x) are polynomials in P without constant terms such that
z’ =q(z),
Z’=s(Zo,), or Z’,,=s(Z,),

then q(x) is of theform (1).
Here we shall give a direct simple proof of a lemma (Lemma 1’)

stronger than Lemma 1 and prove the theorem under somewhat weak-
er conditions. Now we denote by n(A.,.) the space of all tensor in-
variants of a matrix A in :..,.. Then our lemma is

LEMMA 1’. If Z is a nilpotent matrix and Z’ a matrix of the
same degree such that

n(Z’)=n(g)
n(Z’o,,)=n(Zo,,), or n(Z’,,,)=n(Zm),

then Z’ is a polynomial of Z without constant term.
PROOF. It is clearly surffieient to prove the ease when the field

P is algebraically closed and Z is oI the so-called Jordan’s normal
Iorm. Then Z may be represented by

xSO S--01, On, 10, mO
x’"--->x - a: 1, 2, m. h: 1, 2, k(a).

Now the tensors

1) C. Chevalley, "A new kind o[ relationship between matrices," Amer. J. o[ Math.,
v. 65 (1943). H.F. Tuan, "A note on the replicas o[ nilpotent matrices," Bull. o Amer.
Math. Soc. 0945). Cf. also C. Cheva]ley and H. F. Tuan, "’On algebraic Lie algebras,"
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., LI. S. A. (1946). We have had no access to the first paper, and
the definitions and notations are borrowed from the latter two papers in the present
note.

2) Tuan proved Lemma 2 under somewhat stronger condition, but his proof is
based essentially on the assumptions of our Lemma 2 alone.
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(2) X, X, X, ...X

x y" S, T--01, On, 10, m0

=,OyO

(3)

=y_
_
y+ +(_)Oy.

k:min. (k(a), k(b)), a, b:l, 2, m.

xz S=01, 0n, 10, m0 T-01, , lk(1), ink(m)

=Zc+zc-,

: Zc+zc-+xz c-,
(4)

=Zc+ +Ozc-,
k=Min. (k(a), k(b)) a, b=l, 2, m.

e sily en to thes of n(Z), n(,) and n(Z,) resively.
Now from the condition tt e invits (2) and (3), or (2) and

(4), e variants of Z’. we sily show tt Z’ is a ly-
nomial of Z out const term. Q.E.D.

We note here the a tt (,),-,, etc. en since Z,,, is
obviously niltent together th Z, we get immediately the foow-
ing Threm in viue of mma 1’ and mma 2.

TEOREM 1’. If Z is a nilpott tx a Z’ is a tx
satisfying

n(Z’)=n(Z), n(g’o,,)=n(.,), n(Z%,)n(,,)
or n(Z’)=n(Z), n(Z’,,O=n(,O, n(Z’.,)=n(,) ; etc., thm Z’ =q(g),

where q(x) is a polynomial of the form (1). (Accordily Z’ is a
replica of Z.)

2. In his r of lr represenbility of Lie algebras, I.
Ado proved e follong threm.

TEOREM. Let be a liner Lie algra er a field of crac-
testic 0 a let be an ideal of compos ly of nilotent
matric. Then the factor algra / is also linear reprtable.

Here we sll give an algebraic prf of a mewt eended
theorem. First let a lin Lie algebra and let X, X, a
sis of . Puing

n(.,)=n((X,).,),
we e tt n(,,) is indendent of the choice of the sis of .
Now we sll prove the follong

TEOREM 2. Let be a linear Lie algebra composed of n@otent
tc of dee k with a basis X X,,aMa susie@ large
positive integer, e.g. M:4. Let now U be a tx of degree k such
that

1) I. Ado, "On the representations of finite continuous group by means of linear
transformations," (in Russian) Izvestia Kazan, 7 (1934-35).
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n(Uo.,)=n(,,,,), m-l, 2, M.

Then U-X’, where X’ is a replica of X. Hence in particular if
the fieM P is of characteristic O, we have U. In other words, a
linear Lie algebra composed of nilpotent matrices over afieM of charac-
teristic 0 is defined by its invariants.

PROOF (by induction with respect to r). When r= 1, the theorem
reduces to Theorem 1’ itself. Assume that for of dimension r-1
the theorem has already been established. The correspondence de-
fined by

X
Xo,

gives a representation of the Lie algebra composed of all matrices of

degree k, and in particular that of , in the space =0,,. Here

we shall take h as 4-. Since the Lie algebra is solvable, we can
suppose that PX +... +PX_ is an ideal of --PX +... +PX,.
Then the space

=(,,)
is allowable for in this representation, and X, induces a nilpotent
matrix . on .
Now from

n((X,)0,..)n(0,=) t=l, 2, 4, M=4L follows

n((,)o,)n(Oo,,), t=l, 2, 4.
From this and the nilpotency of J, as in the proof of Theorem 1,
we can easily prove that is allowable for U, and that the induced
matrix 7 is a replica of J. Hence O-q(J). where q(x) is of the
form (1). Now putting U-q(X) V, we have R 0, i.e.

n(Vo,)n(o*,), m- 1, 2, 4-.
Now by the assumption of induction we obtain that

V=X,’,

where X’ is a replica of X. Hence we get U-z,X’. Q.E.D.

From this theorem follows Ado’s immediately. Because, if the
ideal ( is of dimension r, then the representation of induced on the

allowable space n((0,) for , is a faithful representation of

for M not less than 4.


